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Same but different? Measurement 
invariance of the PIAAC motivation‑to‑learn 
scale across key socio‑demographic groups
Julia Gorges1* , Tobias Koch2, Débora B. Maehler3 and Judith Offerhaus4
Background
The release of the (first round of ) PIAAC data in 2013 has drawn educational research-
ers’ attention to a thus far neglected target group in education: adult learners. With 
respect to literacy, numeracy, and problem solving in technology-rich environments 
(ICT) skills, PIAAC data reveals differences across the participating countries (OECD 
2013a). Going beyond cross-national comparisons, the general OECD report (OECD 
2013a) and country-specific publications (e.g., Maehler et  al. 2013; Statistics Canada 
2013) provide in-depth analyses of specific population subgroup competencies that are 
relevant for researchers, educators, and policy-makers alike. These analyses show sys-
tematic skill differences across gender, age groups, level of education, and migration 
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background (OECD 2013a). Similar group differences have been found with respect to 
adults’ participation in further education and training (OECD 2005), which is consid-
ered a means to develop and maintain skills.
Taking on a psychological perspective, motivation to learn is a key factor for skill 
development and participation in (further) education (Boeren et  al. 2010; Manninen 
2005; Gorges 2015). In order to account for motivation when analyzing PIAAC data, 
four items from the PIAAC background questionnaire have recently been compiled into 
a motivation-to-learn scale (Gorges et al. 2016). The scale so far has been found to meas-
ure motivation to learn in an equivalent way across 21 countries and thus allows com-
parative analyses.
To enable in-depth analyses of different groups concerning their motivation to learn, 
this paper addresses the applicability of the scale for group comparisons within each 
of the 21 countries included in Gorges et al. (2016). In particular, measurement invari-
ance—an important prerequisite for valid comparisons of estimates across groups—has 
been investigated with respect to four socio-demographic variables. Thus, the goal of 
this paper is to advise researchers whether they can draw valid inferences when using 
the motivation-to-learn scale in comparative research on the said groups of people.
Key grouping variables in PIAAC
We will use four grouping variables when analyzing measurement invariance of the 
motivation-to-learn scale, namely gender, age groups, level of education, and migration 
background. Each individual can easily be characterized by any combination of these 
grouping variables’ subgroups. As these variables represent basic socio-demographic 
information, they are generally used as independent variables or standard controls in 
empirical research in psychology and in almost all social science disciplines. Thus, they 
represent the starting point of measurement invariance testing. Of course, analyzing 
other variables, e.g., family status or income would be possible and a promising endeavor 
for future research projects with a more specific focus.
The following sections further elaborate on differences of our four grouping variables 
with respect to participation in further education and motivation to learn, and thus 
underline the relevance and importance of these key socio-demographic variables.
Differences by gender
Based on the large body of literature, gender is one of the most important grouping 
variables in educational research (for overviews see, for example, Bose and Kim 2009; 
Chrisler and McCreary 2010; Skelton and Francis 2006). Empirical findings drawing on 
large-scale assessments of adult skills (Statistics Canada and OECD 2005; OECD 2013a) 
and meta-analyses (for an outline e.g., Else-Quest et al. 2010) suggest that gender differ-
ences are only marginal when controlling for other relevant covariates such as education 
and employment. Moreover, rates of participation in non-formal education (EACEA P9 
Eurydice 2012) and employer-sponsored further education (OECD 2005) are compara-
ble for men and women in most developed countries.
Nevertheless, gender differences regarding mathematical and verbal skills, which are 
documented for children and adolescents in particular, may be explained by gender-
specific socialization (Wigfield and Eccles 2000; Wigfield et al. 2009), identity formation 
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processes (Eccles 2009), different career choices (Watt and Eccles 2010), or differences 
in motivational factors such as self-efficacy (OECD 2004, 2010). Given that motivation 
to learn is also strongly affected by individual experiences in different cultural and social 
environments (Wigfield and Eccles 2000) that have diverging gender roles, gender differ-
ences in item understanding may occur. Therefore, measurement invariance across men 
and women needs to be tested prior to comparing the motivation-to-learn scale or its 
relations to other variables.
Differences by age group
According to PIAAC, for instance, literacy skills peak between age 25 and 34 and are 
lowest for adults over 55 years of age across all countries (OECD 2013a). Findings from 
other studies also suggest that adult skills decline with age (OECD and Statistics Canada 
2000; Statistics Canada and OECD 2005). Age-related differences may be attributed to 
cognitive maturation and decline (Baltes et al. 2006). However, because PIAAC so far is 
only cross-sectional in most countries, investigating individual skill development over 
the life course is not possible. The observed age group differences rather reflect cohort 
differences that result from variations in skill formation regimes and respective changes 
in national education systems. Higher proportions of younger cohorts have experienced 
the benefits of educational expansion and thus had access to extensive formal school-
ing compared to older cohorts (Desjardins 2003; Staudinger et al. 1995). For example, 
PIAAC data shows that skill differences between younger and older age cohorts are par-
ticularly pronounced in Korea, which reflects the substantial expansion of secondary 
schooling over the last 30 years. Hence, this case illustrates how age-related skill differ-
ences are due to the country’s history (and thus cohort effects) rather than age-related 
cognitive decline (OECD 2013a). In addition, using longitudinal data Reder (1994) and 
Reder and Bynner (2009) show that socialization processes—e.g., cultural and school 
environments—appear to be related to skills more than biological aging processes. Yet, 
cohort effects cannot fully be disentangled from age effects.
Empirical findings about participation in further education show a similar pattern 
to PIAAC results on adult competencies: participation increases in early adulthood, is 
highest during the mid-life phases, and declines later in life. As most further education 
is job-related, skill acquisition is tied to the different stages in the individual employment 
career. Thus, initially adults need to acquire job-related skills and continuously expand 
these while building their careers. Accordingly, the need for learning is important in 
established career phases, especially as workers still can recoup benefits from their 
investments in further education for a considerable amount of time. However, when 
approaching retirement, workers may be less inclined to invest in skills as return periods 
decrease (Becker 1962).
Age-related differences in skills and participation in further education could be related 
to changes in motivation to learn. However, individuals may interpret a measure of 
motivation to learn differently depending on their age. For example, young adults may 
associate learning with formal schooling, whereas older adults think of company-based 
vocational training. Therefore, we need to test the comparability of the motivation-to-
learn scale across age groups.
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Differences by level of education
As education directly affects skill acquisition and development (Kirsch et  al. 2002; 
OECD and Statistics Canada 2000), individual level of education is strongly associated 
with skill levels across all countries (OECD 2013a). In addition, level of education also 
relates to occupational status, income, and participation in further education (Desjar-
dins et al. 2006; OECD 2005). Thus, people with higher levels of education have access 
to and use more opportunities to maintain and develop their skills. As the socio-eco-
nomic background of the family strongly impacts individual level of education (Breen 
and Jonsson 2005; Ishida et al. 1995), individuals with different levels of education have 
experienced different upbringings that may translate into differences in self-concepts, 
the value attached to education, and, consequently, motivation to learn. As quantity and 
quality of motivation as well as individual understanding of motivation to learn may vary 
depending on their socio-economic and educational background, we need to ensure that 
the scale shows measurement invariance across levels of education.
Differences by migration background
Previous studies on the relationship between skills and migration background (e.g. 
PISA, International Adult Literacy Survey [IALS]) show significantly higher skills for 
native speakers compared to non-native speakers (OECD and Statistics Canada 2000; 
Stanat et al. 2010). PIAAC countries differ considerably regarding migrants’ languages 
and cultures of origin. For example, while some countries such as Australia and Spain 
have many immigrants with the countries’ official language as their mother tongue, in 
most countries (e.g., Germany or Sweden) immigrants are non-native speakers of the 
countries’ official language(s). With respect to using the motivation-to-learn scale for 
comparative research on migrants versus non-migrants, potential divergence between 
the test language and the native language of the test-taker may bias comparability of 
item understandings within the participating countries (Hambleton 2005; Maehler et al. 
2017).
Motivation to learn in PIAAC
Previous research identifies an invariant measure of adult motivation to learn using 
items from the PIAAC background questionnaire (Gorges et al. 2016). Motivation gen-
erally pertains to “the process whereby goal-directed activities are instigated and sus-
tained” (Schunk et al. 2014, p. 5, italics in original). Motivation to learn in educational 
psychology mainly focuses on children and adolescents, while research on adult moti-
vation to learn is rare despite its importance as a predictor of adult learning (Courtney 
1992; Gorges 2015).
The four items used by Gorges et al. (2016) primarily tap enjoyment of learning and 
goals of knowledge expansion. These aspects are commonly referred to as intrinsic 
forms of motivation (Ryan and Deci 2000) and mastery goal orientation (Maehr and 
Zusho 2009). Within educational psychology research shows that intrinsic motivation 
and mastery goal orientation predict voluntary engagement in learning activities, the 
use of deep learning strategies, positive affect experienced during learning, and positive 
learning outcomes (cf. Wigfield et al. 2006). Hence, adults scoring high on the motiva-
tion-to-learn scale are assumed to readily engage in and gain as much as possible from 
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learning activities. In particular, we find that motivation to learn is significantly related 
to participation in further education in most PIAAC countries even after controlling for 
level of education (Gorges et al. 2016).
Measurement invariance of the motivation‑to‑learn scale across key socio‑demographic 
groups
Measurement invariance (MI, also called measurement equivalence) means that a theo-
retical construct is measured in the same—i.e., equivalent—way in two or more groups. 
As such, MI is a necessary prerequisite for valid comparative research (Chen 2008). 
MI is typically employed when a measure of several items (e.g., single tasks in a test or 
agree-disagree statements) is used to represent a latent construct. For example, while 
age and level of education are directly reported by the PIAAC participants (or can eas-
ily be inferred from the provided information), unobservable constructs like motivation 
to learn are estimated based on participants’ responses to four items. When comparing 
across groups, it is important to ensure that the items used to reflect a latent construct 
are understood in a similar way across these groups. For instance, when we want to com-
pare how motivation affects participation in further education for men versus women, 
we can only draw valid conclusions when potential differences in motivation are not 
attributable to the measurement instrument, that is, when men and women attribute the 
same meaning to the items and we can assume measurement invariance across gender 
(Chen 2008; Vandenberg and Lance 2000).
Advanced statistical procedures allow for MI tests of the assumption that the meas-
urement instruments are invariant across groups, and that group differences of, for 
example, latent means are thus attributable to the grouping variable. Several levels of 
MI can be established (Meredith 1993). The most basic level, configural MI, concerns 
the factor structure of the measurement instrument. The next level, weak or metric MI, 
refers to the factor loadings of the indicators being equivalent across groups. The third 
level, strong or scalar MI, specifies that the intercepts of the indicators are equivalent 
across groups. Weak MI is sufficient to compare associations between variables, whereas 
strong MI is necessary to compare latent means. Thus, testing the MI of the motivation-
to-learn scale is a necessary prerequisite for using it in comparative research across gen-
der, age groups, level of education and migration background; if the assumption of MI 
does not hold, group comparisons may be invalid.
Among our four grouping variables, gender differences received most attention in 
empirical educational research. Results for MI testing generally support the assumption 
of at least weak—mostly strong—MI of motivational measures across gender (e.g., Choy 
et al. 2016; Freund et al. 2011; Gaspard et al. 2015; Grouzet et al. 2006; Kosovich et al. 
2015; Litalien et al. 2015; Marsh 1993; Su et al. 2015).
Turning to age-related differences, studies in educational psychology typically address 
young age groups in the context of primary and/or secondary schooling. Findings based 
on longitudinal datasets support assumptions of MI across age groups ranging from 
elementary to upper secondary school students (e.g., grades 7, 8, 9, and 10; Grouzet 
et al. 2006, Marsh 1993; elementary and middle-school students, Choy et al. 2016; Zhu 
et al. 2012). Woo et al. (2007) examined latent mean differences in facets of achievement 
motivation in a sample of students (mean age 20.74, SD = 4.43, 58% female) and adult 
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workers (mean age 42.82, SD = 9.89, 34% female). Their results show MI for these age 
groups. However, the age groups tested in the literature only cover a very limited age 
range and, therefore, do not allow for generalization across entire adult populations.
Less researched is MI for motivational measures with respect to level of education and 
migration background. Because educational psychological research is heavily focused on 
young learners, samples typically do not differ in educational attainment. Nevertheless, a 
study by Gorges and Hollmann (2015) using the German sample of the Adult Education 
Survey (AES) found weak MI for motivation to participate in further education across 
levels of education. Finally, considering migration background, Segeritz and Pant (2013) 
report at least weak MI for motivational aspects from the PISA ‘Students’ Approaches to 
Learning Instrument’ across different ethnic/cultural groups within a country.
In sum, the current literature on MI across these key socio-demographic groups would 
benefit from further investigating MI by providing a comprehensive picture of potential 
group differences.
Methods
Data and sample restrictions
We analyzed PIAAC data from the 21 countries that met the analytic prerequisites and 
provided representative samples (OECD 2013b).1 In some countries, a very low share of 
the population (less than 5%) has a native language that differs from the respective offi-
cial language(s) (Maehler et al. 2014). These countries (Japan, Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Finland, Poland, and Korea) are excluded from the MI analyses regarding migration 
background.
In this study, we used a multiple-group graded response model (GRM; Samejima 
1969). The GRM belongs to the family of item response models and is equivalent to a 
confirmatory factor model with categorical observed variables (Takane and de Leeuw 
1987). Many statistical software programs (e.g., Mplus, Muthén and Muthén 1998–2012) 
require that the number of response categories is equal in all groups. For this pur-
pose, researchers can either collapse adjacent categories with no or low case numbers 
or exclude the respective groups from the analysis. In this study, we decided to exclude 
three countries (i.e., Finland and Norway in the age group analyses; Slovak Republic in 
the analyses of level of education); in order to include all countries, it would have been 
necessary to combine adjacent response categories in all countries, which seemed inap-
propriate. By excluding at maximum three countries from the analyses, it was possible to 
use the original response categories.
Measures
The motivation-to-learn scale and all relevant socio-demographic information are part 
of the PIAAC background questionnaire. Descriptive statistics for our sample are dis-
played in Table 1.
1 Cyprus, the Russian Federation, and Belgium (Flanders) were excluded. The PIAAC net sample includes literacy-
related non-respondents (LRNR), for whom age and gender were collected by the interviewer (see the guidelines for 
completed cases in PIAAC as defined by an international consortium on standards and guidelines; OECD 2010). How-
ever, these respondents comprise less than 5% of the population in the countries considered in our analyses. For further 
details on the data collection procedure, see the PIAAC Technical report (OECD 2013b).
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In countries with multiple official languages like Canada (English and French) and 
Spain (Spanish, Catalan, Galician, Valencian and Basque), the background question-
naire was provided in all these languages. Additionally, the background questionnaire 
was provided in multiple languages in Austria (German, Turkish, and Serbo-Croatian), 
Finland (Finnish and Swedish), Norway (Norwegian and English), the Slovak Republic 
(Slovak and Hungarian) and the United States (English and Spanish) to accommodate 
larger shares of non-native speakers (OECD 2013b). A high quality translation process 
headed by cApStAn has been implemented to ensure comparability of these question-
naires across the participating countries (OECD 2013b).
The motivation-to-learn scale consists of four items: “I like learning new things” (I_
Q04d), “I like to get to the bottom of difficult things” (I_Q04j), “I like to figure out how 
different ideas fit together” (I_Q04l), and “If I don’t understand something, I look for addi-
tional information to make it clearer” (I_Q04m). The internal consistency of the scale 
ranges between .75 and .89 (for details see Table 2).
Level of education (based on the variable EDCAT6) is measured according to the Inter-
national Classification of Educational Attainment (ISCED; UNESCO 2011). A low level 
of education reflects completed primary and lower secondary education (ISCED 1 and 
Table 1 Descriptive statistics for each country using sampling weights
a Japan did not collect data on the migrant population
Country N Female (%) Level of education (%) Age group (%) Migration 
background 
(%)High Intermediate Low 16–29 30–49 50–65
Australia 7430 50 33 39 28 30 42 29 17
Austria 5130 50 17 60 23 26 44 31 14
Canada 26,683 50 46 39 15 27 41 33 22
Czech Repub-
lic
6102 50 18 67 16 25 43 32 2
Denmark 7328 50 34 40 26 26 42 32 11
Estonia 7632 52 37 45 18 28 41 30 4
Finland 5464 50 36 44 20 26 39 35 4
France 6993 51 27 45 28 27 42 32 9
Germany 5465 50 30 53 17 25 44 31 13
Ireland 5983 51 32 40 28 28 47 26 10
Italy 4621 50 12 34 54 23 47 30 9
Japan 5278 50 42 44 15 23 44 33 –a
Korea 6667 50 35 43 22 26 46 28 1
The Nether-
lands
5169 50 31 38 31 26 42 32 10
Norway 5128 49 35 38 27 27 43 30 13
Poland 9366 51 26 59 15 30 39 31 1
Slovak Repub-
lic
5723 50 19 60 21 29 42 29 6
Spain 6055 50 29 23 47 21 48 30 8
Sweden 4469 49 28 48 24 28 41 32 17
United King-
dom
8892 50 36 40 24 29 42 29 11
United States 5010 51 36 50 15 29 41 30 15
OECD total/
average
150,588 50 30 45 24 27 43 31 9
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2), an intermediate level completed upper secondary education (ISCED 3 and 4), and a 
high level completed tertiary education (ISCED 5 and 6).
Age is available as 5- or 10-year bands. For our analyses (based on AGEG5LFS), we 
grouped respondents roughly based on key phases of individual employment trajectories 
(Heinz 2003) into early working age (16–29), career-building, mid-life working age (30–
49), and approaching retirement, later working age (50–65); these phases also correlate 
differently with participation in further education (O’Connell 1999).
We operationalized migration background by whether the test language corresponds 
to the respondent’s native language (based on NATIVELANG).
Analyses
As a recent paper of Gorges and coauthors (2016) already elaborated on the statistical 
details of testing MI with categorical data, this section provides only a general sum-
mary of our analytic strategy. We used multiple-group graded response models (Muthén 
and Asparouhov 2002; Samejima 1969) to test MI of the four-item motivation-to-learn 
scale. We tested configural MI by imposing the same factor structure across groups. 
We tested weak or metric MI by restraining factor loadings to be equal across groups. 
Finally, we tested strong or scalar MI by additionally constraining thresholds to be equal 
across groups. In addition, we tested for partial MI in cases where full MI could not be 
established. Partial strong MI requires that the factor loadings and the thresholds of at 
least two items remain invariant across all groups (Byrne et  al. 1989; Steenkamp and 
Table 2 Overview of  the internal consistency of  the scale and  the highest level of  meas-
urement invariance per country and grouping variable
n/a not available because case numbers in at least one response category for at least one group were too small to fit the 
model
Country α Gender Age groups Level of education Migration background
Australia .837 Strong Strong Partial strong Strong
Austria .811 Strong Partial strong Strong Strong
Canada .812 Strong Strong Strong Strong
Czech Republic .755 Partial strong Weak Weak n/a
Denmark .785 Strong Partial strong Partial strong Partial strong
Estonia .825 Strong Strong Strong n/a
Finland .745 Strong n/a Weak n/a
France .780 Strong Strong Strong Strong
Germany .790 Strong Partial strong Strong Strong
Ireland .820 Strong Strong Partial strong Strong
Italy .836 Strong Strong Strong Strong
Japan .804 Strong Strong Strong n/a
Korea .844 Strong Partial strong Partial strong n/a
The Netherlands .824 Strong Strong Partial Strong Strong
Norway .761 Strong n/a Partial Strong Weak
Poland .840 Strong Strong Strong n/a
Slovak Republic .886 Strong Strong n/a Strong
Spain .773 Strong Strong Strong Strong
Sweden .784 Strong Partial strong Strong Weak
United Kingdom .837 Strong Partial strong Partial strong Strong
United States .822 Strong Strong Strong Strong
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Baumgartner 1998). In the present study, we freed parameters that showed modification 
indices above 100 when testing partial MI. Although the fixed cut-off value of 100 will 
lead to stricter decisions on parameters in larger samples, it has worked sufficiently well 
according to preliminary analyses, where we have compared results from models with 
different MI restrictions. In order to correctly specify a multiple-group graded response 
model, it is essential for researchers to set the error variances equal in all groups; in our 
case, we fixed them at 1. Hence, we did not explicitly test for strict measurement invari-
ance (i.e., equality of measurement error variances across groups) as these parameters 
had to be fixed beforehand.
All models were fitted to the data using the weighted least square mean-and-vari-
ance adjusted (WLSMV) estimation implemented in Mplus 7.31 (Muthén and Muthén 
1998–2012). To evaluate model fit, we used the root mean square error of approxima-
tion (RMSEA; Steiger 1990) and the comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler 1990). Follow-
ing Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, and Müller’s (2003) account of cutoff criteria, the 
RMSEA should be below .06 to indicate good model fit, while values up to .10 are still 
acceptable. The CFI should be >.95 to indicate good fit and >.90 for acceptable fit (Hu 
and Bentler 1999).
To assess whether imposing MI led to a significant decline in model fit, we compared 
each restricted model to the respective less restricted model (i.e., weak MI to configural 
MI, strong MI to weak MI). Although Rutkowski and Svetina (2014) proposed more lib-
eral cutoff values to evaluate change in model fit for large-scale data analyses, these dif-
ferences are mainly justified with the larger number of groups (i.e., countries). Because 
we conceptualize our analyses as within-country analyses comprising only two or three 
groups, we used the general guidelines suggested by Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and 
Chen (2007) according to which a decrease in model fit is insignificant if the RMSEA 
drops by less than .015 and if the CFI drops by less than .01.
Results
We tested the three levels of MI across gender, age groups, level of education, and migra-
tion background within each of the 21 countries provided that the information from the 
datasets fulfilled the prerequisites (see “Data and sample restrictions”). We summarize 
results for each grouping variable in the following sections (see Table 2); in the Appen-
dix, we provide more details concerning the specified multiple-group graded response 
models (see Tables 3, 4, 5, 6). In addition, the appendix contains a detailed overview of 
the parameters that have been freed to test partial MI (see Table 7). In sum, the thresh-
olds between answering option 3 and 4 (on a 5-point Likert-type scale) of Item I_Q04d 
(‘I like to learn new things’) have been most often released when testing MI across age 
groups and educational levels. Moreover, with respect to level of education, the item 
I_Q04j (‘I like to get to the bottom of difficult things’) has frequently been affected by 
parameter releases.
MI across gender
The models tested with respect to gender ranged from configural MI with 4 degrees of 
freedom (df) over weak MI with 7 df to strong MI with 22 df. As expected, the χ2 tests 
were significant (p <  .01) for all models. However, all models met the criteria for good 
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model fit as indicated by a CFI >  .97. Most RMSEA coefficients were acceptable (<.10), 
whereas the RMSEA for Ireland, Italy, Japan, Slovak Republic, and Spain slightly exceeded 
the cutoff value. Hence, the configural MI models generally showed acceptable model fit.
With respect to tests of weak and strong MI, we did not find significantly worse model 
fit for any of the countries. Changes in CFI mostly ranged between ΔCFI =  .001 and 
ΔCFI = .005 with the exception of Czech Republic (ΔCFI = .021 for strong MI), which 
nevertheless showed a good overall model fit. Although the χ2 increased when imposing 
MI restrictions, the RMSEA improved in all countries, probably due to the simultaneous 
increase in df. Thus, the assumption of strong MI across gender holds for all countries 
except for the Czech Republic, which showed partial strong MI. All strong MI models 
showed good model fit.
MI across age groups
The models tested with respect to age groups ranged from configural MI with 6 df over 
weak MI with 12 df to strong MI with 42 df. Paralleling the results described above, the 
χ2 tests were significant (p < .01) for all models, but all models showed a CFI > .97 and 
a RMSEA < .10 with the exception of Ireland, Japan, and Spain, for which the RMSEA 
slightly exceeded this value. Thus, most configural MI models fitted the data reasonably 
well.
Inspecting potential worsening of model fit due to weak MI restrictions revealed that 
changes in CFI were less than .003 and the RMSEA improved in all countries except 
in Poland, where it did not change. Similarly, model fit did not worsen in most coun-
tries when imposing strong MI restrictions (ΔCFI < .015; RMSEA reduced, unchanged, 
or increased by less than .015) However, Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, 
Sweden, Korea, and the UK failed to meet the cutoff criteria indicating substantial model 
change.
For Sweden, the CFI declined by .28 and the RMSEA increased by .045. Here, results 
support partial strong MI. For the remaining countries that exceeded the cutoff cri-
teria, at least one of the fit indices indicated substantial changes in model fit (Aus-
tria: ΔCFI  =  .018; Czech Republic: ΔCFI  =  .022; Denmark: ΔCFI  =  .011; Germany: 
ΔCFI =  .015; Korea: ΔRMSEA =  .019; UK: ΔCFI =  .012). Hence, we tested partial MI 
for these countries. The partial strong MI models showed markedly better model fit for 
all countries listed above except the Czech Republic. Thus, we decided to assume partial 
strong MI in regard to age-groups for Austria, Denmark, Germany, Korea, and the UK, 
and weak MI for Czech Republic.
Overall, we concluded that, despite of some countries failing to meet the cutoff crite-
ria for strong MI, the assumption of strong MI across age groups holds for most coun-
tries included in the analyses. In countries with at least partial strong MI, these models 
showed good model fit.
MI across level of education
The models tested with respect to level of education ranged from configural MI with 6 df 
over weak MI with 28 df to strong MI with 42 df. Again, most models showed significant 
χ2 tests (p <  .01) with the exception of the configural (p <  .05) and weak MI (p =  .16) 
model for the Czech Republic. The CFI for all models was > .97 and the RMSEA < .10 
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(except Germany, Ireland, Japan, and Spain, for which the RMSEA slightly exceeded .10). 
Thus, model fit of configural MI models was acceptable for most countries.
With respect to MI restrictions, level of education turned out to perform similar 
to age groups. More specifically, the CFI change (.001  <  ΔCFI  <  .023) was within the 
range deemed acceptable and the RMSEA, again, improved when imposing restric-
tions of weak and strong MI in two-thirds of the countries; the other seven countries are 
described in more detail.
When adding strong MI restrictions, the CFI dropped (.011 < ΔCFI <  .035) and the 
RMSEA increased (.005  <  ΔRMSEA  <  .025) substantially for Australia, Denmark, Ire-
land, Korea, the Netherlands, Norway, and the UK, so that we should not—strictly 
speaking—assume strong MI for these countries. However, as the model fit under par-
tial strong MI conditions was markedly better—not significantly different from weak MI 
restrictions—these countries may still be treated as meeting strong MI assumptions. For 
the Czech Republic and Finland, model fit for both strong and partial strong MI was 
significantly worse than for the weak MI model (ΔCFI > .012; ΔRMSEA > .017). There-
fore, we assumed at least partial strong MI across level of education within all countries 
except for the Czech Republic and Finland, which only met the conditions for weak MI. 
For all countries with (partial) strong MI, these models showed good model fit.
MI across migration background
The models tested with respect to language as an indicator of migration background 
ranged from configural MI with 4 df over weak MI with 7 df to strong MI with 22 df. All 
models showed significant χ2 tests (p < .01) but their CFI was >.97 and the RMSEA < .10 
in most countries (except Ireland, Slovak Republic, Spain, and the United States, for 
which the RMSEA slightly exceeded .10). Again, most configural MI models fitted the 
data reasonably well.
With respect to model comparisons, language turned out to perform similar to age 
groups and level of education. More specifically, the CFI change (.001 < ΔCFI <  .008) 
was within the acceptable range and the RMSEA, again, improved when imposing 
restriction of weak and strong MI in most countries except Denmark, Norway and Swe-
den. For Denmark, the CFI dropped (.001  <  ΔCFI  <  .025) and the RMSEA increased 
(.023 < ΔRMSEA < .031) substantially when imposing strong MI restrictions, so that we 
should not assume strong MI. However, as the model fit under partial strong MI con-
ditions was markedly better, and not significantly different from weak MI restrictions, 
Denmark can still be treated as meeting strong MI assumptions. For Norway and Swe-
den, model fit for both strong and partial strong MI were significantly worse than the 
weak MI model (ΔCFI >  .013; ΔRMSEA >  .017). Therefore, we assume at least partial 
strong MI across migration background for all countries tested except for Norway and 
Sweden, which only met the conditions of weak MI. For countries showing (partial) 
strong MI, the respective models fitted well.
Discussion
This paper investigated measurement invariance of the recently proposed motivation-
to-learn scale (Gorges et  al. 2016) from the PIAAC background questionnaire across 
key socio-demographic variables—gender, age groups, level of education, and migration 
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background—within 21 countries. In case of weak invariance (i.e., invariant factor load-
ings), this scale could be used to compare relations between motivation to learn and 
other variables, for instance basic skills or participation in further education across 
groups. In case of strong invariance (i.e., invariant intercepts or thresholds), the scale 
could be used to compare latent means across groups. In addition, as our analyses built 
on a multiple-group graded response model, residuals were fixed, thereby allowing com-
parisons of manifest scale scores under the condition of strong MI. Results supported 
the assumption of weak and at least partial strong MI across all grouping variables and 
countries included in the analyses except for the Czech Republic for age groups and 
level of education, Finland for level of education, and Norway and Sweden for migration 
background. Hence, taking these results together with the findings from Gorges et  al. 
(2016), the proposed motivation-to-learn scale is remarkably robust and can be used for 
a broad range of comparative research.
Measurement invariance across socio‑demographic groups in PIAAC
Based on our results, we conclude that the motivation-to-learn scale generally shows 
equivalent psychometric properties across the groups of interest. Because partial strong 
MI results may be treated as supporting strong MI assumptions, our discussion will 
focus on the countries and groups that did not show at least partial strong MI.
With respect to gender, we found (partial) strong MI in all of the countries for which 
we could test these group differences. Hence, researchers may investigate whether men 
are more motivated to learn or whether motivation-to-learn is more strongly related to 
participation in education for men compared to women, for example.
With respect to our three age groups, only the Czech Republic failed to fulfill the 
requirement for at least partial strong MI. Hence, for all other countries the motivation-
to-learn scale may also be used to investigate whether individuals from the different age 
groups are more or less motivated to learn. As Santiago, Gilmore, Nusche and Sammons 
(2012) pointed out with respect to the evaluation of the Czech education system, we 
know little about students’ motivation to learn in this country. Our review of the lit-
erature for the adult population yields no additional details to explaining these results. 
Hence, further investigations of a potentially age-dependent interpretation of the moti-
vation-to-learn scale in the Czech Republic are needed.
The Czech Republic and Finland are the only countries that fail to show at least par-
tial strong MI across levels of education. Hence, the motivation-to-learn scale may be 
fully used for comparative research in all but these two countries, where it may be used 
for analyzing the relationship of motivation to learn to other variables. For example, 
researchers may test whether motivation to learn is differentially related to participation 
in (further) education, as has been the case in Gorges and Hollmann’s (2015) study for 
Germany. With respect to the Czech Republic, the lack of strong MI can be related to the 
measurement of the education variable itself. As Schneider (2009) and Strakova (2008) 
show in their analyses, the aggregation of national categories to harmonized ones in 
ISCED-97 led to large losses of explanatory power in the Czech Republic (particularly the 
aggregation of ISCED 3A and 3C). Moreover, since 2006 the country invested in different 
projects related to gender sensitive education (e.g. Babanová and Miškolci 2007; EACEA 
P9 Eurydice 2010); this may also have impacted the perception of the motivation-to-learn 
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scale and is a possible explanation for the lack of (partial) strong MI across levels of edu-
cation. With respect to Finland, the weak MI could also be due to the aggregation of the 
national categories in ISCED-97 or to the national education reform in the 1970s (Kilpi 
2008). However, these findings call for further investigation by country experts.
Finally, our results preclude comparing scale means for only two of the countries 
included in the analyses with respect to migration background. More specifically, migra-
tion background measured by test language shows weak MI in Norway and Sweden. Lit-
tle is known from the PIAAC documentation about who (in terms of country of origin) 
took the test in a language other than native language in these countries. Respondents 
using a language other than the test language are probably heterogeneous and further 
research would need to look into this matter in more detail to explain the lack of MI in 
these two countries, especially because other Nordic countries showed no such results. 
Overall, comparing scale means may lead to invalid results in these countries, whereas in 
all other countries the scale is fit to be used in comparative research including compari-
sons of scale means across migration background.
We would like to emphasize that these results need to be interpreted in light of the 
motivation-to-learn scale implemented in the PIAAC background questionnaire. Due to 
the three items referring to deep approaches to learning (I_Q04j: ‘I like to get to the bot-
tom of difficult things’, I_Q04l: ‘I like to figure out how different ideas fit together’, and 
I_Q04m: ‘If I don’t understand something, I look for additional information to make it 
clearer’), the scale may convey a specific interpretation of the term ‘learning’. In particu-
lar, these items refer to active engagement in learning as opposed to potentially passively 
receiving knowledge, for example, by listening to a lecture. We believe that narrowing 
learning down to specific instances of knowledge or skill acquisition promotes equiva-
lent interpretations of items across groups. With respect to established measures of 
motivation to learn, reference to a specific learning context (e.g., at school, in mathemat-
ics class; e.g., Gaspard et al. 2015) reflects a similar practice. Leaving more leeway for 
respondents to read their personal associations with learning and education into these 
respective terms may lead to less consistent item interpretation and, thus, may threaten 
measurement invariance. Nevertheless, investigations of adult motivation to learn would 
benefit from different and possibly broader conceptions of learning to account for the 
broad variety of ways in which adults learn (Merriam et al. 2012).
Methodological challenges of testing measurement invariance
From a methodological viewpoint, MI testing based on categorical response data brings 
some challenges. In our analyses, some models’ initial RMSEA values slightly exceeded 
the conventional cutoff criterion of .10, but improved after further restriction. Improve-
ments in the RMSEA values—as well as the initial exceeding of the cutoff value—may 
be partly explained by the fact that the RMSEA is based on the fit function, the degrees 
of freedom and the sample size, whereas the CFI merely compares the fit of the speci-
fied model with regard to a baseline (or independence) model. If the relation of misfit to 
degrees of freedom improves with additional parameter restrictions, the RMSEA value 
may drop. Conversely, in a model with few degrees of freedom even little misfit may lead 
to an increased RMSEA. Hence, the documented improvements of the RMSEA values 
indicate that the restrictions imposed when testing weak and strong MI only led to a 
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marginal decrease in model fit when accounting for the changes in number of param-
eters to be estimated. Accordingly, the improvement of RMSEA is yet another indicator 
that the assumption of weak and (partial) strong MI holds for most models tested here. 
In this study, we considered all models with (partial) strong MI restrictions for countries 
in which this MI assumption holds to show a good model fit as indicated by the RMSEA 
and CFI.
Furthermore, we used multiple-group graded response models to evaluate the degree 
of measurement invariance across gender, age groups, level of education, and migra-
tion background using PIAAC data. In contrast to multiple-group confirmatory factor 
analyses models for continuous variables, graded response models are in line with item 
response theory (Samejima 1969; Takane and de Leeuw 1987). That means, these models 
employed here are more flexible and more appropriate in case of categorical (ordinal) 
response variables, as they do not assume a linear relationship between the observed 
and latent variables and are not based on the assumption of multivariate normal data. 
However, the estimation of complex item response models is more cumbersome than 
in confirmatory factor analyses models with continuous variables and often requires 
larger sample sizes. Simulation studies have repeatedly shown that estimation methods 
for categorical variables (e.g., WLSMV) outperform methods for continuous variables 
(e.g., ML) if there are less than five response categories and/or if the data is not normally 
distributed (Beauducel and Herzberg 2006; Rhemtulla et al. 2012).
In order to fit multiple-group graded response models in Mplus and test the degree 
of MI, the same number of categories must be present in all groups. If this requirement 
is violated for one of the groups, the model cannot be estimated and Mplus produces 
a warning message. To fit a model nonetheless, users could collapse adjacent response 
categories and pool the response frequencies. However, as the graded response model is 
not invariant across differential indicators per latent variable (i.e., items used to reflect a 
latent construct), this would result in fitting different models in some countries.
Limitations
Parts of the analyses were limited by the composition of some country samples. In 
particular, MI could not be tested in all 21 countries across all groups due to lack of 
responses in some combinations of country and (socio-economic) groups. Furthermore, 
this paper could not include the very recent release of data from the eight PIAAC coun-
tries participating in the second round surveyed in 2014 to 2015 (Chile, Greece, Indone-
sia, Israel, Lithuania, New Zealand, Singapore, Slovenia, and Turkey).
In the present paper, we used gender, three age groups, three levels of education, and 
migration background to indicate key socio-demographic characteristics and tested 
MI regarding these grouping variables within countries. Hence, our study did not aim 
at comparisons across different grouping variables and/or across countries and may not 
generalize to such purposes.
For most countries in PIAAC, age is not available as a continuous variable. Our 
approach of assigning participants to just three age groups further reduced informa-
tion—and thus variance. Different approaches such as moderated factor analysis (Bauer 
and Hussong 2009; Curran et al. 2014) could have been used to test for MI across con-
tinuous grouping (or moderator) variables if a continuous age variable would have been 
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available. Future studies should test MI using different age groups and bands, and—if 
possible—age as a continuous variable to further scrutinize the results presented here. 
With respect to future publications of PIAAC data, including age as a continuous vari-
able would be most valuable for addressing age-related research questions, for example, 
whether motivation to learn is associated with retirement status rather than with age.
Furthermore, participants were identified as migrants if they took their skills assess-
ment in their non-native language (i.e., the grouping variable was NATIVELANG). The 
skills assessment had been available in the respective countries’ official language(s). As 
previously mentioned, some few countries provided the background questionnaire in 
additional languages, e.g. Turkish in Austria or Spanish in the US (Maehler et al. 2014). 
Participants in these countries may have been classified as migrants although they have 
responded to the motivation-to-learn scale in their native language. Hence, replication 
studies using different indicators of migration background are desirable.
With respect to model fit, it should be noted that some of the configural MI levels 
slightly exceeded the cutoff value of .10 indicating acceptable model fit (Schermelleh-
Engel et al. 2003). However, models with higher degrees of measurement invariance con-
sistently show RMSEA values below .10. These findings may be partly explained by the 
fact that the RMSEA considers both the fit of model (i.e., fit function) and the degrees 
of freedom, and is known to favor more parsimonious models (Schermelleh-Engel et al. 
2003). Because models with configural MI have a small number of degrees of freedom 
relative to their χ2 value, they have a higher chance to be rejected by the RMSEA. In 
this study, the RMSEA steadily decreases when comparing models with configural and 
weak MI (up to −.048, for Japan). This indicates that the misfit of the less restrictive 
models (i.e., configural MI) is most likely due to few degrees of freedom (see the simula-
tion study by Kenny et al. 2014, which also points to the RMSEA being problematic in 
small degrees of freedom models). We also note that the models with strong or partial 
strong MI restrictions—which are of substantive interest in this study—fit the data con-
siderably well. Future simulation studies on the behavior of the RMSEA in small degree 
of freedom models using multiple-groups in particular may shed further light onto the 
interpretation in such contexts.
Finally, tests of partial MI were based on modification indices above 100. This has 
two shortcomings; first, the use of modification indices is essentially a data-driven 
approach, which calls for a cross-validation study. Second, the chosen cutoff value of 
100 is—although based on previous analysis—somewhat arbitrary, which led to stricter 
decisions on parameters’ equalities in larger samples. However, given that only very 
few parameters had to be freed to achieve partial MI, our results show that the moti-
vation-to-learn scale is highly invariant across most groups within most countries. 
From a methodological point of view, it would be interesting to see whether recently 
suggested techniques for testing MI would yield similar results. For example, the align-
ment method by Asparouhov and Muthén (2014) is less restrictive than the traditional 
confirmatory approaches applied in the present study, and allows researchers to test the 
degree of approximate invariance. Here, we used a rather conservative approach for test-
ing measurement invariance that is more likely to refute the assumption of MI.
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Outlook and suggestions for future research
Our approach to test MI has been particularly conservative. Using different approaches 
may have led to more countries meeting criteria for (partial) strong MI. Therefore, we 
encourage researchers who would like to use the motivation-to-learn scale in their 
research but are unsure about its comparability or need information on MI for dif-
ferent groups to replicate and extend our MI analyses, using potentially more liberal 
approaches (e.g., approximate MI; Asparouhov and Muthén 2014). In addition, future 
research should attend to items involved in testing partial MI and use qualitative 
approaches such as cognitive interviews to reveal in what way item interpretations differ 
across groups (Collins 2003).
As mentioned before, testing MI allows for comparative research in two regards. First, 
when the assumption of weak MI has been met, motivation to learn may be included in 
regression or path analyses. Of particular interest could be whether motivation to learn 
differentially predicts participation in further education (Gorges and Hollmann 2015). 
Beyond that, motivation to learn may be conceptualized as a predictor of how much 
time individuals spend on potentially skill developing tasks at work and at home, and 
these analyses may be conducted with gender, levels of education, or age groups as mod-
erators. With respect to research on skill mismatch, individuals’ motivation to learn may 
be able to explain why a subgroup is particularly prone to be overqualified (e.g., Levels 
et  al. 2013). Second, drawing on (partial) strong MI assumptions, researchers may be 
interested in whether contextual factors (e.g., a type of educational system) or personal 
factors (e.g., gender) are associated with higher or lower levels of motivation to learn. In 
addition, researchers might be interested in comparing motivation to learn across levels 
of education to identify potentials for participation in further education for less-edu-
cated individuals.
The implications of motivation in learning processes have been well documented (for 
overviews see Schunk et al. 2014; Wentzel and Wigfield 2009; Wigfield et al. 2006); how-
ever, research so far has been less focused on the adult population and hardly addressed 
cross-national comparisons (Gorges et al. 2016). Using the motivation-to-learn scale to 
gain insight into the role of motivation for adult learning and skill development thus ena-
bles pioneering research with PIAAC data. Yet, the items in this scale were developed in 
the literature on approaches to learning, therefore they do not represent a coherent the-
oretical concept of motivation as in motivational psychology (for a detailed discussion 
of the motivation-to-learn scale see Gorges et al. 2016). Future research should continue 
developing measures to assess different qualities of adult motivation to learn that are in 
line with established motivational theories in educational psychology.
Implementing a measure of adult motivation to learn in large-scale, cross-national 
and -cultural assessments remains a major challenge in future research. In order to 
work towards this goal, theoretical conceptualizations of everyday learning opportuni-
ties need to be taken into account. Noticing these differences and in response providing 
better-suited items is an ongoing task for developers of measurement instruments and 
surveys alike. Overall, however, the motivation-to-learn scale is among the few meas-
urement instruments that has been systematically and rigorously tested with respect 
to MI across various socio-demographic groups. Given the potential of the PIAAC 
data for analyses from multiple disciplines, recommendations regarding the use of the 
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motivation-to-learn scale in group comparisons will facilitate work on key questions of 
psychological, educational, and sociological researchers. Hence, this paper provides a 
promising starting point to ground further research.
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Table 3 Detailed model fit with gender as grouping variable
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
Australia
 Configural 81.374 4 <.001 .996 .077 [.063–.092]
 Weak 84.874 7 <.001 .996 .000 .059 [.048–.070] −.018
 Strong 124.831 22 <.001 .995 −.001 .038 [.032–.045] −.021
Austria
 Configural 84.728 4 <.001 .994 .099 [.081–.118]
 Weak 63.823 7 <.001 .996 +.002 .063 [.049–.077] −.036
 Strong 97.422 22 <.001 .994 −.002 .041 [.033–.049] −.022
Canada
 Configural 153.708 4 <.001 .995 .058 [.051–.066]
 Weak 128.028 7 <.001 .996 +.001 .040 [.034–.046] −.018
 Strong 139.3 22 <.001 .996 .000 .022 [.019–.026] −.018
Czech Republic
 Configural 13.218 4 <.001 .998 .032 [.014–.051]
 Weak 39.506 7 <.001 .993 −.005 .045 [.032–.059] +.013
 Strong 149.141 22 <.001 .972 −.021 .050 [.043–.058] +.005
 Partial strong 89.442 20 <.001 .985 −.008 .039 [.031–.047] −.006
Denmark
 Configural 33.317 4 <.001 .998 .049 [.034–.064]
 Weak 39.003 7 <.001 .998 .000 .038 [.027–.051] −.011
 Strong 68.101 22 <.001 .997 −.001 .026 [.019–.033] −.012
Estonia
 Configural 121.68 4 <.001 .996 .097 [.083–.112]
 Weak 130.72 7 <.001 .996 .000 .075 [.064–.087] −.022
 Strong 276.459 22 <.001 .991 −.005 .061 [.055–.067] −.014
 Partial strong 173.830 20 <.001 .995 −.001 .051 [.044–.058] −.024
Finland
 Configural 102.075 4 <.001 .988 .104 [.087–.122]
 Weak 77.632 7 <.001 .991 +.003 .067 [.054–.080] −.037
 Strong 92.742 22 <.001 .991 .000 .038 [.030 to .046] −.029
France
 Configural 98.941 4 <.001 .994 .090 [.076–.106]
 Weak 74.73 7 <.001 .996 +.002 .058 [.046–.070] −.032
 Strong 87.035 22 <.001 .996 .000 .032 [.025–.039] −.026
Germany
 Configural 99.725 4 <.001 .992 .105 [.088–.124]
 Weak 99.61 7 <.001 .992 .000 .078 [.065–.092] −.027
 Strong 100.641 22 <.001 .993 +.001 .041 [.033–.049] −.037
Ireland
 Configural 152.789 4 <.001 .992 .120 [.104–.136]
 Weak 120.73 7 <.001 .994 +.002 .079 [.067–.092] −.041
 Strong 158.997 22 <.001 .993 −.001 .049 [.042–.056] −.030
Italy
 Configural 99.324 4 <.001 .994 .108 [.090–.127]
 Weak 72.843 7 <.001 .996 +.002 .068 [.054–.083] −.040
 Strong 94.207 22 <.001 .996 .000 .040 [.032–.049] −.028
Japan
 Configural 153.559 4 <.001 .989 .130 [.113–.148]
 Weak 145.401 7 <.001 .990 +.001 .095 [.082–.108] −.035
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df, degrees of freedom; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CI, confidence interval; 
following Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Chen (2007), model fit of the more restrictive model should be considered to be 
significantly worse if the CFI drops by more than .01 and the RMSEA increases by more than .015; changes in CFI and RMSEA 
that exceed these cutoff values are printed in italics; partial MI has only been tested if assumptions of full MI did not hold
Table 3 continued
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
 Strong 207.013 22 <.001 .987 −.003 .062 [.054–.070] −.033
 Partial strong 161.373 18 <.001 .990 .000 .060 [.052–.069] −.035
Korea
 Configural 65.833 4 <.001 .998 .074 [.059–.091]
 Weak 55.934 7 <.001 .998 .000 .050 [.038–.063] −.024
 Strong 137.537 22 <.001 .996 −.002 .043 [.037–.050] −.007
The Netherlands
 Configural 60.788 4 <.001 .996 .082 [.065–.101]
 Weak 48.642 7 <.001 .997 +.001 .053 [.040–.068] −.029
 Strong 71.33 22 <.001 .997 .000 .033 [.024–.041] −.020
Norway
 Configural 34.036 4 <.001 .996 .061 [.043–.081]
 Weak 53.634 7 <.001 .995 −.001 .058 [.044–.073] −.003
 Strong 56.746 22 <.001 .996 +.001 .028 [.019–.037] −.030
Poland
 Configural 22.623 4 <.001 .999 .044 [.027–.062]
 Weak 30.195 7 <.001 .999 .000 .037 [.024–.051] −.007
 Strong 68.606 22 <.001 .998 −.001 .029 [.022–.037] −.008
Slovak Republic
 Configural 114.657 4 <.001 .998 .110 [.093–.128]
 Weak 96.867 7 <.001 .998 .000 .075 [.062–.089] −.035
 Strong 100.765 22 <.001 .998 .000 .040 [.032–.048] −.035
Spain
 Configural 152.478 4 <.001 .987 .122 [.106–.139]
 Weak 137.571 7 <.001 .988 +.001 .087 [.074–.099] −.035
 Strong 155.157 22 <.001 .988 .000 .049 [.042–.057] −.038
Sweden
 Configural 39.923 4 <.001 .996 .070 [.052–.091]
 Weak 28.547 7 <.001 .998 +.002 .041 [.026–.058] −.029
 Strong 61.956 22 <.001 .996 −.002 .032 [.023–.041] −.009
United Kingdom
 Configural 117.83 4 <.001 .995 .087 [.074–.100]
 Weak 102.074 7 <.001 .996 +.001 .060 [.050–.070] −.027
 Strong 116.039 22 <.001 .996 .000 .034 [.028–.040] −.026
United States
 Configural 85.259 4 <.001 .994 .100 [.082–.119]
 Weak 68.033 7 <.001 .996 +.002 .065 [.052–.080] −.035
 Strong 97.729 22 <.001 .994 −.002 .041 [.033–.050] −.024
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Table 4 Detailed model fit with age groups as grouping variable
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
Australia
 Configural 70.339 6 <.001 .997 .071 [.056–.086]
 Weak 53.053 12 <.001 .998 +.001 .040 [.029–.051] −.031
 Strong 229.439 42 <.001 .991 −.007 .046 [.040–.051] +.006
Austria
 Configural 69.963 6 <.001 .995 .088 [.070–.107]
 Weak 63.326 12 <.001 .996 +.001 .056 [.043–.070] −.032
 Strong 333.863 42 <.001 .978 −.018 .071 [.064–.078] +.015
 Partial strong 165.872 38 <.001 .990 −.006 .049 [.042–.057] −.007
Canada
 Configural 138.55 6 <.001 .996 .055 [.047–.063]
 Weak 143.366 12 <.001 .996 .000 .039 [.033–.044] −.016
 Strong 463.435 42 <.001 .987 −.009 .037 [.034–.040] −.002
Czech Republic
 Configural 10.956 6 <.001 .999 .023 [.000–.045]
 Weak 29.365 12 <.001 .996 −.003 .031 [.017–.045] +.008
 Strong 155.095 42 <.001 .974 −.022 .042 [.035–.049] +.011
 Partial strong 108.095 38 <.001 .984 −.012 .035 [.027–.042] +.004
Denmark
 Configural 35.701 6 <.001 .998 .049 [.034–.065]
 Weak 50.137 12 <.001 .998 .000 .039 [.028–.051] −.010
 Strong 250.675 42 <.001 .987 −.011 .049 [.043–.055] +.010
 Partial strong 124.509 38 <.001 .995 −.003 .033 [.027–.040] −.006
Estonia
 Configural 116.955 6 <.001 .996 .094 [.800–.110]
 Weak 118.751 12 <.001 .996 .000 .065 [.055–.076] −.029
 Strong 311.634 42 <.001 .990 −.006 .056 [.050–.061] −.009
France
 Configural 105.361 6 <.001 .994 .093 [.078–.108]
 Weak 92.977 12 <.001 .995 +.001 .059 [.048–.071] −.034
 Strong 266.046 42 <.001 .987 −.008 .053 [.047–.059] −.006
Germany
 Configural 66.486 6 <.001 .995 .084 [.066–.102]
 Weak 49.271 12 <.001 .997 +.002 .046 [.033–.060] −.038
 Strong 250.396 42 <.001 .982 −.015 .059 [.052–.066] +.013
 Partial strong 136.768 38 <.001 .992 −.005 .043 [.035–.050] −.003
Ireland
 Configural 136.305 6 <.001 .994 .112 [.096–.129]
 Weak 117.613 12 <.001 .995 +.001 .071 [.060–.083] −.041
 Strong 302.272 42 <.001 .987 −.008 .060 [.054–.066] −.011
Italy
 Configural 90.465 6 <.001 .995 .102 [.084–.121]
 Weak 99.735 12 <.001 .995 .000 .073 [.061–.087] −.029
 Strong 150.705 42 <.001 .993 −.002 .044 [.036–.051] −.029
Japan
 Configural 134.913 6 <.001 .991 .121 [.104–.139]
 Weak 102.297 12 <.001 .994 +.003 .072 [.059–.085] −.049
 Strong 239.764 42 <.001 .986 −.008 .057 [.050–.064] −.015
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df, degrees of freedom; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CI, confidence interval; 
following Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Chen (2007), model fit of the more restrictive model should be considered to be 
significantly worse if the CFI drops by more than .01 and the RMSEA increases by more than .015; changes in CFI and RMSEA 
that exceed these cutoff values are printed in italic; partial MI has only been tested if assumptions of full MI did not hold
Table 4 continued
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
Korea
 Configural 59.904 6 <.001 .998 .069 [.054–.086]
 Weak 58.323 12 <.001 .999 .001 .046 [.034–.058] −.023
 Strong 374.008 42 <.001 .989 −.010 .065 [.059–.071] +.019
 Partial strong 242.069 36 <.001 .993 −.006 .055 [.049–.062] +.009
The Netherlands
 Configural 60.941 6 <.001 .997 .081 [.063–.100]
 Weak 74.174 12 <.001 .996 −.001 .061 [.048–.075] −.020
 Strong 224.406 42 <.001 .989 −.007 .056 [.049–.063] −.005
Poland
 Configural 29.587 6 <.001 .999 .049 [.032–.067]
 Weak 59.505 12 <.001 .998 −.001 .049 [.037–.062] .000
 Strong 208.863 42 <.001 .991 −.007 .049 [.043–.056] .000
Slovak Republic
 Configural 102.937 6 <.001 .998 .103 [.086–.121]
 Weak 106.906 12 <.001 .998 .000 .072 [.060–.085] −.031
 Strong 213.481 42 <.001 .996 −.002 .052 [.045–.059] −.020
Spain
 Configural 160.601 6 <.001 .986 .125 [.108–.142]
 Weak 142.012 12 <.001 .988 +.002 .081 [.069–.093] −.044
 Strong 272.084 42 <.001 .979 −.009 .057 [.051–.064] −.024
Sweden
 Configural 19.070 6 <.001 .999 .042 [.022–.065]
 Weak 23.160 12 <.001 .999 .000 .028 [.009–.045] −.014
 Strong 309.409 42 <.001 .971 −.028 .073 [.065–.080] +.045
 Partial strong 110.016 38 <.001 .992 −.007 .040 [.031–.048] +.012
United Kingdom
 Configural 106.198 6 <.001 .995 .081 [.068–.095]
 Weak 86.582 12 <.001 .997 +.002 .050 [.040–.060] −.031
 Strong 363.668 42 <.001 .985 −.012 .055 [.050–.060] +.005
 Partial strong 169.435 38 <.001 .995 −.002 .037 [.031–.043] −.013
United States
 Configural 87.444 6 <.001 .994 .100 [.082–.119]
 Weak 73.386 12 <.001 .996 +.002 .061 [.048–.075] −.039
 Strong 168.389 42 <.001 .991 −.005 .047 [.040–.055] −.014
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Table 5 Detailed model fit with level of education as grouping variable
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
Australia
 Configural 60.600 6 <.001 .997 .065 [.051–.080]
 Weak 55.650 12 <.001 .998 +.001 .041 [.031–.052] −.024
 Strong 352.464 42 <.001 .985 −.013 .059 [.053–.064] +.018
partial strong 168.260 36 <.001 .993 −.005 .041 [.035–.048] .000
Austria
 Configural 90.464 6 <.001 .993 .101 [.083–.120]
 Weak 78.036 12 <.001 .995 +.002 .063 [.050–.077] −.038
 Strong 173.244 42 <.001 .990 −.005 .048 [.040–.055] −.015
Canada
 Configural 136.690 6 <.001 .996 .054 [.047–.063]
 Weak 141.781 12 <.001 .996 .000 .038 [.033–.044] −.016
 Strong 433.715 42 <.001 .987 −.009 .036 [.033–.039] −.002
Czech Republic
 Configural 14.133 6 .030 .998 .030 [.009–.050]
 Weak 16.602 12 .100 .999 +.001 .016 [.000–.033] −.014
 Strong 113.970 42 <.001 .982 −.017 .033 [.026–.041] +.017
 Partial strong 105.489 38 <.001 .983 −.016 .034 [.026–.042] +.018
Denmark
 Configural 37.178 6 <.001 .998 .050 [.035–.066]
 Weak 38.582 12 <.001 .998 .000 .033 [.021–.045] −.017
 Strong 259.534 42 <.001 .984 −.014 .050 [.044–.056] +.017
 Partial strong 160.743 38 <.001 .991 −.007 .040 [.033–.046] +.007
Estonia
 Configural 142.473 6 <.001 .994 .105 [.090–.120]
 Weak 133.942 12 <.001 .995 +.001 .070 [.060–.081] −.035
 Strong 295.322 42 <.001 .989 −.006 .054 [.048–.060] −.016
Finland
 Configural 99.526 6 <.001 .988 .101 [.084–.119]
 Weak 102.328 12 <.001 .989 +.001 .070 [.058–.083] −.031
 Strong 409.204 42 <.001 .954 −.035 .076 [.069–.083] +.006
 Partial strong 219.040 34 <.001 .977 −.012 .060 [.052–.068] −.010
France
 Configural 113.081 6 <.001 .993 .069 [.081–.112]
 Weak 140.387 12 <.001 .991 −.002 .074 [.064–.086] +.005
 Strong 278.606 42 <.001 .984 −.007 .054 [.048–.060] −.020
Germany
 Configural 110.476 6 <.001 .990 .110 [.093–.129]
 Weak 103.551 12 <.001 .991 +.001 .073 [.060–.086] −.037
 Strong 217.898 42 <.001 .983 −.008 .054 [.047–.061] −.019
Ireland
 Configural 129.028 6 <.001 .994 .109 [.093–.125]
 Weak 115.225 12 <.001 .995 +.001 .070 [.059–.082] −.039
 Strong 404.758 42 <.001 .981 −.014 .071 [.064–.077] +.001
 Partial strong 216.412 34 <.001 .991 −.004 .056 [.049–.063] −.015
Italy
 Configural 77.084 6 <.001 .995 .094 [.076–.113]
 Weak 87.66 12 <.001 .995 .000 .068 [.055–.082] −.026
 Strong 156.213 42 <.001 .993 −.002 .045 [.037–.052] −.023
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df, degrees of freedom; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CI, confidence interval; 
following Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Chen (2007), model fit of the more restrictive model should be considered to be 
significantly worse if the CFI drops by more than .01 and the RMSEA increases by more than .015; changes in CFI and RMSEA 
that exceed these cutoff values are printed in italic; partial MI has only been tested if assumptions of full MI did not hold
Table 5 continued
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
Japan
 Configural 163.744 6 <.001 .988 .134 [.117–.152]
 Weak 143.148 12 <.001 .990 +.002 .086 [.074–.099] −.048
 Strong 284.701 42 <.001 .981 −.009 .063 [.056–.070] −.023
Korea
 Configural 64.351 6 <.001 .998 .072 [.057–.089]
 Weak 58.634 12 <.001 .998 .000 .046 [.034–.058] −.026
 Strong 440.681 42 <.001 .984 −.014 .071 [.065–.078] +.025
 Partial strong 232.12 31 <.001 .992 −.006 .059 [.052–.066] +.013
The Netherlands
 Configural 62.104 6 <.001 .996 .082 [.064–.101]
 Weak 49.041 12 <.001 .997 +.001 .047 [.034–.061] −.035
 Strong 226.269 42 <.001 .986 −.011 .056 [.049–.063] +.009
 Partial strong 152.187 34 <.001 .991 −.006 .050 [.042–.058] +.003
Norway
 Configural 66.560 6 <.001 .993 .087 [.069–.107]
 Weak 49.041 12 <.001 .997 +.004 .047 [.034–.061] −.040
 Strong 194.135 42 <.001 .982 −.015 .052 [.045–.060] +.005
 Partial strong 88.911 34 <.001 .994 −.003 .035 [.026–.044] −.012
Poland
 Configural 23.953 6 <.001 .999 .043 [.026–.061]
 Weak 54.087 12 <.001 .997 −.002 .046 [.034–.059] +.003
 Strong 165.163 42 <.001 .992 −.005 .042 [.036–.049] −.004
Spain
 Configural 144.966 6 <.001 .986 .118 [.102–.135]
 Weak 131.807 12 <.001 .988 +.002 .078 [.066–.090] −.040
 Strong 236.637 42 <.001 .981 −.007 .053 [.046–.060] −.025
Sweden
 Configural 47.064 6 <.001 .995 .075 [.056–.096]
 Weak 31.601 12 <.001 .998 +.003 .037 [.021–.053] −.038
 Strong 114.695 42 <.001 .992 −.006 .038 [.030–.046] +.001
United Kingdom
 Configural 100.643 6 <.001 .995 .079 [.066–.093]
 Weak 78.061 12 <.001 .996 +.001 .047 [.037–.057] −.032
 Strong 323.446 42 <.001 .985 −.011 .052 [.046–.057] +.005
 Partial strong 140.926 34 <.001 .994 −.002 .035 [.029–.041] −.012
United States
 Configural 79.823 6 <.001 .994 .095 [.077–.114]
 Weak 78.191 12 <.001 .995 +.001 .064 [.051–.077] −.031
 Strong 237.685 42 <.001 .985 −.010 .059 [.051–.066] −.005
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Table 6 Detailed model fit with migration background (i.e., native language same as test 
language) as grouping variable
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
Australia
 Configural 85.551 4 <.001 .996 .079 [.065–.094]
 Weak 65.431 7 <.001 .997 +.001 .051 [.040–.062] −.028
 Strong 146.139 22 <.001 .994 −.003 .042 [.035–.048] −.019
Austria
 Configural 72.68 4 <.001 .995 .091 [.073–.110]
 Weak 59.994 7 <.001 .996 +.001 .061 [.047–.075] −.030
 Strong 118.108 22 <.001 .993 −.003 .046 [.038–.054] −.015
Canada
 Configural 164.491 4 <.001 .995 .060 [.053–.068]
 Weak 136.178 7 <.001 .996 +.001 .041 [.035–.047] −.019
 Strong 264.565 22 <.001 .992 −.004 .032 [.028–.035] −.009
Denmark
 Configural 37.121 4 <.001 .998 .052 [.037–.067]
 Weak 35.175 7 <.001 .998 .000 .036 [.025–.048] −.016
 Strong 259.287 22 <.001 .984 −.014 .059 [.053–.065] +.023
 Partial strong 119.111 19 <.001 .993 −.005 .041 [.034–.048] +.005
France
 Configural 106.976 4 <.001 .994 .094 [.079–.110]
 Weak 75.066 7 <.001 .996 +.002 .058 [.047–.070] −.036
 Strong 96.052 22 <.001 .995 −.001 .034 [.027–.041] −.024
Germany
 Configural 82.137 4 <.001 .993 .095 [.078–.114]
 Weak 92.633 7 <.001 .993 .000 .075 [.062–.089] −.020
 Strong 121.364 22 <.001 .991 −.002 .046 [.038–.054] −.029
Ireland
 Configural 132.024 4 <.001 .993 .111 [.095–.127]
 Weak 91.795 7 <.001 .996 +.003 .068 [.056–.081] −.043
 Strong 246.612 22 <.001 .988 −.008 .063 [.056–.070] −.005
Italy
 Configural 70.996 4 <.001 .996 .091 [.073–.110]
 Weak 68.216 7 <.001 .996 .000 .066 [.052–.080] −.025
 Strong 85.641 22 <.001 .996 .000 .038 [.030–.046] −.028
The Netherlands
 Configural 57.754 4 <.001 .997 .080 [.063–.099]
 Weak 46.094 7 <.001 .998 +.001 .052 [.038–.066] −.028
 Strong 110.544 22 <.001 .995 −.003 .044 [.036–.052] −.008
Norway
 Configural 37.756 4 <.001 .996 .065 [.047–.085]
 Weak 31.434 7 <.001 .997 +.001 .042 [.028–.057] −.023
 Strong 254.662 22 <.001 .972 −.025 .073 [.065–.081] +.031
 Partial strong 159.394 20 <.001 .983 −.014 .059 [.051–.068] +.017
Slovak Republic
 Configural 110.189 4 <.001 .998 .108 [.091–.126]
 Weak 86.835 7 <.001 .998 .000 .071 [.058–.084] −.037
 Strong 116.951 22 <.001 .998 .000 .044 [.036–.051] −.027
Spain
 Configural 144.822 4 <.001 .987 .119 [.103–.136]
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df, degrees of freedom; CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CI, confidence interval; 
following Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Chen (2007), model fit of the more restrictive model should be considered to be 
significantly worse if the CFI drops by more than .01 and the RMSEA increases by more than .015; changes in CFI and RMSEA 
that exceed these cutoff values are printed in italic; partial MI has only been tested if assumptions of full MI did not hold
Table 6 continued
Model χ2 df p CFI ΔCFI RMSEA [CI] ΔRMSEA
 Weak 142.655 7 <.001 .987 .000 .088 [.076–.101] −.031
 Strong 120.345 22 <.001 .991 +.004 .042 [.035–.050] −.046
Sweden
 Configural 37.098 4 <.001 .996 .068 [.049–.088]
 Weak 27.512 7 <.001 .998 +.002 .040 [.025–.057] −.028
 Strong 160.727 22 <.001 .985 −.013 .059 [.051–.068] +.019
 Partial strong 156.084 20 <.001 .985 −.013 .061 [.053–.070] +.021
United Kingdom
 Configural 119.614 4 <.001 .995 .087 [.074–.101]
 Weak 100.439 7 <.001 .996 +.001 .059 [.049–.070] −.028
 Strong 212.626 22 <.001 .991 −.004 .048 [.042–.054] −.011
United States
 Configural 100.785 4 <.001 .993 .109 [.091–.128]
 Weak 74.171 7 <.001 .995 +.002 .069 [.055–.083] −.040
 Strong 109.647 22 <.001 .994 −.001 .044 [.036–.053] −.025
Table 7 Overview of  freed parameters for  testing partial measurement invariance (item: 
thresholds that have been freed)
Item I_Q04d, “I like learning new things.”; Item I_Q04j, “I like to get to the bottom of difficult things.”; Item I_Q04l, “I like to 
figure out how different ideas fit together.”; Item I_Q04m, “If I don’t understand something, I look for additional information 
to make it clearer.”; for Korea, the threshold of item I_Q04j has been freed only for the low educational level, which had also 
free factor loadings for item I_Q04l and I_Q04m
Country Gender Age groups Level of education Migration background
Australia I_Q04d: 3/4
Austria I_Q04d: 3/4
Czech Republic I_Q04j: 1/2
Denmark I_Q04d: 3/4 I_Q04d: 3/4 I_Q04j: 2/3
I_Q04d: 4
Germany I_Q04d: 3/4
Ireland I_Q04j: 3/4
I_Q04d: 3/4
Korea I_Q04d: 1 I_Q04j: 2*
I_Q04m: 1/2 I_Q04j: 3/4
I_Q04d: 3/4
The Netherlands I_Q04j: 3/4
I_Q04d: 3/4
Norway I_Q04j: 3/4
I_Q04d: 3/4
Sweden I_Q04d: 3/4
United Kingdom I_Q04d: 3/4 I_Q04j: 3/4
I_Q04d: 3/4
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